
Nicholas A. Diakides, D.Sc.

Virtue, character and deed – The measure of the man

What is the measure of a man? To be sure, there is the leg-
acy of his family and home, friends and acquaintances, and
his deeds and actions. For a man of science these personal
attributes of life are, of course, important, but the notion
of a legacy entails a slightly different, perhaps more expan-
sive and perdurable dimension. For the scientist, the toil
that enables the “gathering of daily bread”, while impor-
tant to sustaining a household and family, is explicitly com-
mitted to a greater good – advancing the fund of human
knowledge. Indeed, a commitment to a life in science is an
overt acceptance of the notion of science in its classical
definition – scientia – as knowledge toward some human
good. Stating “…I am a scientist” is an act of profession; in
so doing, one publicly accepts the philosophical founda-
tions of science and thus claims that his labors will be con-
ducted by a strict methodology, and bound by ethical
precepts that acknowledge the iterative nature of his work
and field, recognize the validity of others’ work, view-
points and contributions, and gain value from the contri-
bution to the greater good of science’s meaning and worth
in the social sphere. In many ways, it is a special calling; and
while many may heed the call, those who succeed – in ways
that are measurable to this greater social good, are indeed a
select few.

Nicholas A. Diakides was such a man. Born in Athens,
Greece on December 9, 1929 to Anthony and Anastasia
Diakides, both American citizens. Nicholas immigrated to
the United States and subsequently became a naturalized
US citizen. Attending the University of Pittsburgh, Nicho-
las earned a Bachelor of Science degree in chemical engi-
neering in 1955, and a Master of Science at George Washing-
ton University in 1973. He was awarded a Doctor of Sci-
ence in electrical engineering (biomedical engineering, tele-
communications and computer science) from the George
Washington University in 1979.

Dr. Diakides devoted the majority of his professional ca-
reer to the development and assessment of sensor systems,
biomedical technology, medical infrared (IR) imaging, and
bioinformatics, engaging this work in a variety of govern-
mental positions under the Office of the Secretary of De-
fense (OSD-S&T, DARPA, ARO, and ONR). As the direc-
tor of the survivability enhancement division, U.S. Army
Laboratory Command (1984-1989) and as program man-
ager for various areas of infrared technology and elec-
tro-optics at the Army Night Vision and Electro-Optics
Laboratory (1962 to 1983), he studied and developed sev-
eral novel applications of IR imaging, including “smart”
image processing, computer-aided detection, knowledge-
based databases, IR-linked information-technology, and

telemedical systems. For this work, Dr. Diakides received
the Department of the Army Research and Development
Achievement Award in 1973, and was presented the Com-
mander’s Award for Civilian Service by the Department of
the Army for his significant contribution in military pro-
grams ranging from the creation of vision aids for night
fighting to the improvement of antitank munitions’ effec-
tiveness in 1989. Moving from the government to the pri-
vate sector, he established and served as president of
Advanced Concepts Analysis, Inc. (1989-2009), a corpora-
tion dealing with advanced biomedical technology and in-
novative defense research on sensors.

Dr. Diakides was an active member of the Institute of Elec-
trical & Electronics Engineers - Engineering in Medicine
and Biology Society (IEEE-EMBS). He served as the pub-
licity chair and member of the conference and technical
program committees at the 16th annual IEEE-EMBS In-
ternational Conference, Baltimore, Maryland in 1994. He
organized infrared imaging-related workshops and sympo-
sia for IEEE-EMBS international conferences from 1994
to 2006, and served on a number of IEEE-USA commit-
tees, including the R&D Policy Committee (1994-2010),
Healthcare Engineering Policy (1989-1994), and EMBS
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Technical Committee (on imaging and imaging processing;
2005-2010). In recognition of his lifelong achievement,
and commitment to the field, he was named as a Fellow of
the American Institute of Medical and Biological Engi-
neering.

As impressive as this corpus of work may be, Nicholas was
a firm believer that science is not authenticated until it ful-
fills its social trust. In other words, it must be “…taken out
of the ivory tower and given to the man on the street.” Ar-
dently committed to this public responsibility – and to that
of educating the next generation of scientists, he was a pro-
digious author and editor, both disseminating his own
work, and mentoring and shepherding the work of others.
Dr. Diakides authored book chapters on “Phosphorous
Screens” in Electronics Engineers Handbook (2nd, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1982) and “Advances in Medical In-
frared Imaging” in Medical Infrared Imaging (CRC Press,
2007). He served as guest editor for IEEE EMDB Magazine
special issues on medical infrared imaging (July/August
1999, May/June 2000, November/December 2002) and
was section editor of “Infrared Imaging” in the Biomedical
Engineering Handbook (3rd Edition, CRC Press, 2006). He
was the co-editor of Medical Infrared Imaging (CRC Press,
2007), and published more than 50 papers in the peer-re-
viewed scientific literature.

Yet, for Nicholas giving science “…to the man on the
street” was not simply praxis – a classical Greek term that
refers to a “doing”- it was a craft that involved, if not ne-
cessitated developing and constructing instruments that
could be used as tools and implements; in the classical
sense Nicholas embraced science-as-poiesis, an act of “cre-
ation.” He was the inventor of the MedATR concept that
led to the first IR-CAD for the early detection of breast ab-
normalities and other applications. A pioneer in the devel-
opment of knowledge-based databases with standardized
IR signatures validated by pathology, by 1994 and for the
remainder of his exceptional career, Nicholas led an inter-
national effort to establish the use of advanced digital in-
frared imaging in medicine, and championed this effort as a
member of the Executive Committee of the American
Academy of Thermology (1998-2010).

Dr. Nicholas A. Diakides unexpectedly passed away on Au-
gust 9, 2009 at his home in Falls Church, Virginia after re-

covering from a severe infection. He is survived by his soul
mate and wife of 36 years, Mary, brother Michael Diakides
and daughter, Anastasia (Tasha) Diakides. Dr. Diakides is
preceded in death by his parents and his three sisters, Zoi,
Maritsa and Ekaterini.

Dr. Diakides’ pioneering work in the development and sci-
ence of infrared imaging was instrumental in setting the
groundwork for numerous advances in medical IR imaging.
And thus, we are compelled to once again ask, what is the
measure of a man? Achievement? Certainly important. But
Nicholas Diakides was not simply a man of great achieve-
ment. He was fond of acknowledging his Greek heritage,
and was proud of his personal strivings to become what
Aristotle referred to as “phronimos” – the man of great prac-
tical wisdom. For Aristotle, practical wisdom, phronesis, was
the fulcral virtue – both intellectual and moral, and as such
dictated and directed the good in both thought and action.
It extends the richness and nobility of character into each
and all of the tasks in which the man is engaged. So, while
we acknowledge the magnitude of Dr. Diakides’ accom-
plishments, we stand humbled before the virtuous charac-
ter and wisdom of Nicholas Diakides, the man. To quote
Aristotle: “…virtue makes us aim at the right mark, and
practical wisdom makes us take the right means…not in
some particular respect…but about the good in life in gen-
eral”.1

Dr. Diakides will be missed, not only by his family and
friends, but by those who have benefited directly and indi-
rectly from his lifelong work in the field of IR imaging, and
who have come to know the strength of his intellect, wis-
dom and character.
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